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… for Accelerated Wound Healing™

… for Accelerated Wound Healing™

Zorflex® Long Fibre Activated Carbon Cloth provides 
an excellent alternative to traditional antimicrobial 
dressings that may contain chemical agents such as 
silver, iodine or PHMB.

Zorflex® LA developed, combining the proven  
Zorflex-technology with a low adherent polyethylene 
layer on both sides of the dressing - for less adhesion.

PRODUCT FEATURES
 o  Zorflex® offers three actions that   

promote wound healing and patient well being 
1. Chemical free antimicrobial action 
2. Electrical conduction for     
    accelerated tissue formation 
3. Reduction of MMPs, pain and    
    odour

 o  Free draining - supporting greater   
secondary dressing options e.g. super   
absorbents, foams and  NPWT

SUITABLE FOR
 o  Wounds with suspected or proven   

infection or biofilm presence 
 o Wounds with unviable tissue

REORDER SIZE PCS/UNIT UNITS/CTN

ZF05 5cm x 5cm 10 14

ZF10 10cm x 10cm 10 10

ZF15 15cm x 25cm 10 5

ZF20 10cm x 20cm 10 10

ZLA10 10.5cm x 10.5cm 10 10

ZLA15 10cm x 20cm 10 5

ZLA20 15cm x 25cm 10 10

ZORFLEX® WOUND CONTACT LAYER
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Not made with
natural rubber latex

STERILE  R
STERILE UNLESS PACKAGE IS DAMAGED OR OPENED
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… for Accelerated Wound Healing™
ZORFLEX® WOUND CONTACT LAYER

Naturally antibacterial, antiviral, and antifungal, Zorflex® is a highly adsorbent, flexible textile 
which conforms to the body’s contours and is easy to cut, fold or layer.

Zorflex® is suitable for treating dry or discharging, infected, trauma, surgical and excision 
wounds. It can also be used on fungal skin infections.

Zorflex® Wound Contact Layer in action

Microbes

Zorflex® Dressing

Moisture

Microbes entrapped 
and killed

Secondary Dressing

The 1,2,3 of Zorflex
1. Naturally antibacterial, antiviral, antifungal
  Van der Walls forces pull, trap and kill microbes and reduce MMPs.

2. Conductive dressing
  Restores the body’s natural TEP1, aiding healing.

3. Odour and pain management 
 Adsorbs and controls wound odour and may reduce pain.

1   Transepithelial potential
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